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This was an investigation of the fin configuration and booster body
configuration effects on a composite booster/040A orbiter launch
configuration. Aerodynamic performance and stability characteristics in
pitch and yaw were obtained.
The test was conducted at the MSFC 14-inch trisonic tunnel starting
1'iursday, January 27, 1972, and continued through Thursday, February 3,
1972, for a total of 64 occupancy hours. Configurations tested included
two stepped cylindrical bodies of different lengths with a, conical nose,
four fin shapes of various sizes and aspect ratios mounted in different
positions around the base of the bodies, two base flare angles and three
040A orbiter configurations. The orbiter variations included a tailless
configuration and two tail sizes. A tailless booster launch configuration
with deflected petals _(expanded flare sectors) was also tested. The
model scale was 0.003366.
Pata were converted to coefficient form in near real time, punched on
cards, and tabulated. The cards used in conjunction with a Benson- Lehner
plotter were used to provide plotted data. At the end of the test, tabulated
input forms were completed for the SAUSIIC computer program to aid in












ALPHA angle of attack, angle between the projection
of the wind Xw-axis on the body X. Z-plane and
the body X-axis; degrees
BM sideslip angle, angle between the wind Xw-axis
apd the projection of this axis on the body
X-Z-plane; degrees
PSI yew angle, angle of rotation about the body
Z-axis, positive when the positive X-axis is
rotated toward the positive Y-axis; degrees
PHI roll angle, angle of rotation about the body
X-axis, positive when the positive Y-axis is
rotated toward the positive Z-axis; degrees
air density; Kg/m3, slugs/ft3
speed of sound; M/ sec, ft/sec
bpeed of vehicle relative to surrounding
atmosphere; m/sec, ft/sec
q	 Q PSI)	 dynamic pressure; 112PV2 psi, psf
Q( PS F )
M	 MACH	 Mach number; V/a
1	 RN/L	 RN/L	 Reynolds number per unit length; million/ft
p	 static pressure; psi
i	 p	 total pressure; psi
Cp	 CP	 pressure coefficient; (p-pao)jq
3
NOMCIATU73 ( Continued )
Reference & C. G. Definitions
SADSAC
SYMBOL SYWOL DEE'INITION
S wing area; m2, f t2
S SREF reference area; m2, ft2
wing mean aerodynamic chord or reference
chord; m, ft, in ( see Iref or inw )
I e f LMW reference length; m, ft, in.; (see a )
bref Mtn' wing span or reference span; m, ft, in
Ab base area; m2, ft2, in2
ce go center of gravity
HRP MRP abbreviation for moment reference point







F force; F. lbs
M moment; M, in-lb
Subscript Definition
N normal force





force or moment about the Y axis
s
Z moment about the Z axis
X moment about the X axis
s stability'axis system
w wind axis system
ref reference conditions





NaKENCLATURE ( Continued )




CN CN normal fare.; coefficient; FN/gS
CA CA axial force coefficient; FAf qS
CAb
CAB base a ial Force coefficient;
[-1]	
(Pb - Pao)/ q] (Ab/S )
CAf CAF for -body axial force coefficient; CA
 - CAb
Ca CYR yawing moment coefficient; MZ/gS bref
C1 CBL rolling moment coefficient; MX/gS bref
Common to Both Axis Systems
Cm CiX pitching moment coefficient; MyjgS lref
Cy CY side force coefficient; Fy/qS
Stability Aii.s SZotem
CL CL lift force coefficient; FL/gS
CD CD drag force coefficient; FD3gS -	 L
CDb CDB base drag coefficient
PDf CDF forebody drag coefficient; CD
 - CDb
Cn CLN yawing moment coefficient; MZ ,$/gS bref
C1 CSL rolling moment coefficient; MX	 bref,,a/gB
L/D L/D lift-to-drag ratio; CdCD
L/Dt LAF lift to forebody dreg ratio; CL/CDf
:i
i 6A




horizontal tail incidence; positive When
trailing edge down; degrees
symQaetrieal surface deflection angle. ,egrees;
positive deflections are:
aileron - total aileron deflect. on;
( left aileron - right aileron )/e
canard	 m trailing edge down
elevon	 trailing edge down
elevator - trailing edge down
flap
	 m trailing edge down
rudder	 - trailing edge to the left
spoiler
	 trailing edge down
tab	 - trailing edge down with respect
to control surface
antisymmnetrical surface deflection angle, degrees;
positive trailing edge down:
left aileron - trailing edge down
right aileron - trailing edge down
left elevon - trailing edge down
right elevon - trailing edgedown
left spoiler	 trailing edge down























BOOSTER BODY: Model 979-160r
BODY: Cylindrical Booster and Tank Plus Cone Frustum Nose
z	 d	 I/d
BS	 10.877"	 1.333" (Booster)
	 8.15




 N=	 1xPOSI D
	
(;ONF G 2ATTON AR1,:A PTiR FIN
	 AI2	 SHROUDCONrIr,
V3.3 ° 	445 sq. ft.	 1.1,4
A-Ao (Nominal)	 Small. Base Area
38.32 ft. dia.
V S 	--	 675 sq. ft.	 1,746	 5° 43' Flare
	
45°	 (Nominal)
V	 675 sq,. ft.	 1.746 t6	 30°
V61	 D0 675 sq. ft.	 1.746
V6.2 0 	 675 sq. ft.	 1.74h
Large Base Area
V6.,3 0 	 675 sq. ft.	 1.746	 471.53 ft dia.5	 IV S4' Flare




445 sq. ft.	 1.21
3(1












L , _,"M SPAN INCIDENCE ANGLE CONFIGURATION
fl -2 109.S8 ft. 73.5 ft. -20 040A Sv	 380 sq. ft.
f2 -2 109.58 ft. 73.5 :ft. •2* 040A Sv = 485 sq. ft.
X3' 2 109.58 ft. 73.5 ft. - 20 040A Vert. Off.
ORB ITER LOC:A ION 81,311 M) TANK NOSE.:
115	 B6
23.0 ft.	 3.94 ft.
PETALS (BRAKES): Six at 60° on and about the vertical centerline
WTD7T1 AT
LI NGTH
	 dF	 BASF FACFI
1'1	 26.5 ft.	 1.50	 12.9 ft.
P`y rtinc<r^t ;eom tric dimc:rnrions of the model rind component parts rare
pre,entod in Table :3
9
TEST FACILI17Y DESCRIPTION
The Marshall Space Flight Center 14" x 14" Trisonic Wind Tunnel is an inter-
mittent blowdown tunnel which operates by high pressure air flowing from
storage to either vacuum or atmospheric conditions. A Mach number range
from
	
to 5.85 it covered by utilizing two interchungouble test; oc et;i.onn.
The tr:jn conic section permits testing.pt
 Mach 0. P 0 through 50, Find the
r:uper sonic section permiLa testing at Mach 2.74 through 5.85. Mach numbers
between .2 and .9 are obtained by using a controllable diffuser. The range
from .95 to 1.3 is achieved through the use of plenum suction and perforated
walls. Mach numbers of 1.44, 1.93 and 2.50 are produced by interchangeable
sets of fixed contour nozzle blocks. Above Mach 2.50 a set of fixed contour
A
nozzle blocks are tilted and translated automatically to produce any desired
Mach number in .25 increments.
I
Air is supplied to a.6000 cubic foot storage tank at approximately -400F dew
point and 500 psi. The compressor is a three-stage reciprocating unit driven
by a 1500 hp motor.
The tunnel flow is established and.eontrolled with a servo actuated gate
valve. The controlled air flows through the valve diffuser into the stilling
chamber and heat exchanger where the air temperature can be controlled from
ambient to approximately 1800 F. The air then passes through the test section
which contains the nozzle blocks and test region.
Downstream of the test section is a hydraulically controlled pitch sector
that provides a total angle of attack range of 200 (1100 ). Sting offsets are







Six component aerodynami c force and moment data were recorded using aninternal strain gage balance. Base pressures
	
Pressure (CPC) were recorded and utilized
	
(CPb#j and Cpb#j) and chamber
to correc the axial force measureddata (CAT) to a condition corresponding to free stream pressure acting at thebase region.
CAT = CAF + CAB
CPB1 + CPB2	AB
	








C1, and Cl) were computed based on (,AT,.
x	 '
DATA REDUCTICN DETAILS (Continued)
,I
1. MO TINT REFERENCE CENTER LOCATION
x = 5.753 inches from booster base for BS
x = 4.353 inches from booster base for B6
y 0 inches from centerline of model
z _ O inches from centerline of model
2. M(11AU, HAS1: AMAS
AB = 2.2868 square inches	 INC = . 60821 square inches
3. REFERENCE AREAS
Orbiter Wing = S.1478 square inches





(Orbiter Length) (Orbiter Spam
TABULATED DATA LISTING
A tabulated data listing, consisting of all sero data sets, both original
rind those created in arriving at the plotted material to be presented subse-
quently, is available as an addendum to this report. The tabular listing is
made up in two sections:
(a) a brief summary list of all data sets containing the identifier,
the descriptor, and the resident dependent variables.
(b) a full list of all data sets containing all resident or
selected aerodynamic coefficients of the data sets as well as
the above mentioned information.
The listing is currently sent on limited distribution to the following organ-
izations:
NASA MSFC	 Mr. J. Weaver
NASA AMES	 Mr. V. Stevens
TBC	 Mr. R. W. Ainsworth
If copies of this listing are desired, please contact the above or the cog-
nizant SADSAC personnel who, for this data, is
Mr. J. R. Tiler
Department 2780
Chrysler Corporation Space Division
New Orleans, Le. 70129
(5o4) 255-23o4
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Tablet presents the range of test conditions for which data were recorded.
The model was mounted on an internal balance and supported on a Straight
sting, An offset sting was used to obtain faxed angles of a for some side-
slip runs. Pitch rruns were made with the model upright, while sideslip runs
were made in the pitch plane with the model, balance, and sting rolled 90 0 .
Pitch data were obtained from a = -10 0 to +10 0 at zero angle of sideslip,
and yaw data were obtained from 0 _ -1.0° to +10° at zero degrees and -6 clegret:S
angle of attack:.
Boundary layer trip strips were located on the model as shown in Figure
No. 180 grit (0.003511 ) was used for all Mach numbers. Schlieren and shadowgraph
photographs were taken for selected Mach numbers.
Ease pressures were measured for two positions at the base of the model located
approximately 4 o'clock and 10 o'clock when viewing the model from the rear.
Whenever possible one tube was placed behind a fin location. Balance chamber
pressure was also measured. The orbiter was set at -2 degrees incidence for





















MODEL COMPONENT: QODY - Bs
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
	
0. U13366 SCALE BC STER BODY
DRAWING NUMBER:




































3 ( Continuve )
MODEL. COMPONE NT: 	 YOIIY	 136^/(I .h
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:	 0.003366 1XX)5TI;R BODY
VIZAWING MIMBER t
DI'MI NSIONS; AC IVAL X11 ASUR1111
FULL -SCALI MK?D11 SCALF MODEL SCALE 
,T2
'IN [N _T	 ^
Length 215.514 8 .706 8.709 
Max. Width 38.32 1.548 1.543
Max. Depth 38.32 1.548 1.543
Fineness Ratio (Flare 5,,624 5.624 5.642
Dia
Area





MODEL COMPGNENT:	 ORBITER - 01
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 	 0.003366 Scale Model of MSC Orbiter 040A
DRAWING NWRER:
DIM) NSIONS:	 T1 MORI T7CAl
	 AC'IIIAL MEASURED
FULL-SCaALI	 WD14`1, .SCAM"	 MODEL SCALE
Area
Span (equivalent)	 73.5 ft	 2.969 in	 2.998 in
Inb"d Exposed chord	 58.3S 2.357 in	 2.357 in
Outb'd equival ent chord
Body length
Body width




Vertical tai l area
4109.58 ft 4.443 in 4.503 in
16.76 ft. 0.677 in 0 6 7,_L^,
60 0 60 0 600
-10.5 0 -10.50 -10-54





MODEL COMPONENT:	 OUTTz R - 02
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
	
0.003366 SCALI; MODF1 OF MSC ORBIITR 040A
(Modi f  ed)
DRAWINQ MJMBI?R
DIMTNSIONS:	 T1 Jr-ORETICAL
	 ACTUAL MrASURJ U
FULL-SCALE	 MODEI., SCALE	 MODEL SCALE
Area
Span (equivalent)	 73.5 ft	 2.969 	 2.998 in
I nb' d exposed chord 	 , 5 ,:35., ft	 2.357 i&.	 2-1-q7 jjj.
Outb'd equivalent chord
Body Length
	 109.58 ft	 4.443 in.	 4:503 in
Body Width
	
16.76 ft	 0,677  n _ `7 in


















Q.721 	 in2	0-776	 in2
TABLE	 3 (Continued) 
MOOEL COMPONE NT: ORBITER - 03
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
0.003366 SCALE MODEL OF MSG ORBITER 040A
WDIFIED) (Same as Orbiter 02 with Vertical
Tail Removed)
DRAWING M.1M1 B R
DIMI NSIONS: Tf [FOR I"I'i(Al, A(4'111AL MI ASUR1:1U
FIJ1,L	 I WWI, SCALE MODEL SCALE
Area
Span (equivalent) 73.5 ft 2.960 in 2.998 in
Inb'd Exposed Chord 58.35 ft 2.35	 in , '2_A57	 in
Outb'd equivalent chord r.,.
Body length 109.58 ft 4.443 in 4.503 in
} Body width 16.76 ft _ in.O.fi77 nin	 ...
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
Leading Edge 600 600 600
Tailing Edge
0° 0° 0°
' Incidence angle +20 +20 +...__..








-	 NASA-MSFC -MA F
TABLE 3 (Continued)
. MODEL COMPONENT	 FTN V3.3
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:	 lhree Trapezoidal Fins, Conical Leading Edge, Flat Constant








DIMENSIONS: 711FAitITICAL ACTUAL MEASUIUTI













Sweep Back Angles, degrees 37030' 37030 1 37030'Leading f ge 013 0°Trai ling Edge
0.25 Element Line
Chords
Root	 Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip,	 ^equi valent)
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC





Area sq. ft./sq. in. _	 418	
-
^ 0.6^ 0.686







.. 3^ . 1 -142 ...._
Tip 9.73 0.393 0.385
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC
B.L. of .25 MAC






MODEL COMPONENT:	 Fin VS (V6 Fin with Sniall &asc Flare
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: _
	 Two Trangzoidal Dins. Conical i.eadinr , Fdee. Flat_,____- i
Constant t/c Section Tapered to Tip, 45 0
 Below the Horizontal. on Each
Side of the Base Flare
DRAWING NUMBER:	 ,^„ 1233-20-5
DIMENSI ONS :	 711rO -11CAL	 ACTUAL, W-ASUU-3)








Diehedral Angle, degrees ^,^...
Incidence Angie, degrees
•	 Aerodynamic Twist, degrees
Toe - In Angle
Cant Angle






Ti p , (equivalent)	 --
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC












ChordsRoot	 31.66	 _ 1, 279..1.2$
Tip	 9.75	 0.394	 0.403
MAC
Fu-s. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC
B.L. of .25 MAC'





MODEL COMPONENT	 f IN V6 (V6.1 ► VG .2 ► V6 .3, V6.4)
GENERAL OLSCRIPTION: 	 Trnpezoida l i : in, ('nnical Leading I idge, P1^it contotired
t/c ,Sect iun_'1'apered to Tice
See Conf i o ration Nomenc lature for Fin ALLn^ement s)__
DRAWING NUMBER:	 AX 1231 - 1 6, 20
DIMENSIONS: THEORETICAL ACTUAL MF.ASURID
TOTAL DATA
	










'	 Aerodynamic Twist, degrees
Toe-in Angle
Cant; Jingle 4:












Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC




Area s	 ft./-'q 	 in.	 .,-„._61$_-__






Root	 - 31.66 1,279 1,284 
Tip 9.75 0.394 0.402
MAC
_
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC
B.L. of	 .,25 MAC
NOTE:	 Fin Trailing F-dge Aligned with Body Base Station
25
-1
^+^ R.r'	 .'.	 s ♦ 	 ......
^• V TABLE 3 (Continued)
MODEL COMPONENT	 Fin V7 (V7.2)
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:	 Trapezoidal Fins, Conical Leading rAge, Flat Constant
t/c :Section T'apered to Tip
V2 - 3 fins 120° apart one vertical up
V2 2 - V7 Jos op verticn7 fin (2l,____,_
DRAWING NUMBER:	 AX 1233-17 1 -20
DIMENSIONS:	 7WRETICAL	 ACTUAL WASUM',












Toe - In Angle
Cant Angle











Fus Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. - of .25 MAC












Root	 31,,66	 1,279	 1.27,
Tip 	 9.75	 0.394	 0.386
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC
B.L. of .25 MAC
	





Aff^ 	, 	 «	 ..::	 `'	 _.. .. x.ar_z arcn+s_.-.r ..extw^^i'amSia
aTABix 4 INDEX OF MODEL FIGURES
FIGURE 1	 Axis System




7,4SC-040A Orbiter 0.003366 Scale Model
FIGURE 4	 Body, B6
FIGURE 5	 Shroud/Vin Details 0.003366 Scale AX 12331-1 Model
FIGURE 6	 Shroud/Fin Details 0.003366 Scale AX 12331-1 Model.
FIGURE 7	 Petal Details 0.003366 scale AX 12331-1 Model




TABLE 5 INDEX OF DATA FIGURES
Longitudinal Stability ( B501-2V6) 1
Longitudinal Stability (B501-2V6.2) 4
Longitudinal Stability (B501-2V6.3) 7
Longitudinal Stability (B50l -2V6.4) 10
Longitudinal Stability ( B501-?) 13
Longitudinal Stability (B5) 16
Longitudinal Stability ( B5V6) 19
Longitudinal Stability ( B5V6.2) 22
Longitudinal Stability (B5V6.4) 25
Longitudinal Stability (B5V7.2) 28
Longitudinal Stability ($501-2V7.2) 31
Longitudinal Stability ( 8601-2V5) 34
Longitudinal StabilityY (8601-2V3.3) 37
Lateral -Directional Stability ( 8501-^V6) 40
Lateral-Directional Stability (B501 -2V6.2) 42
Lateral-Directional Stability ( B501 -2V6.1) 44
Lateral-Directional Stability (B501-2V6. 3) 46
Lateral-Directional Stability (B501-2V6.4) 48
Lateral -Directional Stability ( B501 -2V7) 50
Lateral -Directional Stability (B501-2) 52
Lateral-Directional Stability (B5V6) 54
i
Lateral-Directional Stability (B5V6.p) 56











Late I -Dire ctional
Lritrr-rtj1-Directioria1



















Lateral.-Directional Stability (8502-2117.2) 76
Lateral-Directional Stability (B602-2V3.3) 8o
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MACH PARAMETRIC YALUE• REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.606 $ETA	 _0.000	 ORSZNC	 -	 2.000 {REF 9.14?6 MIN.
L1a	 1.102 Liter 4.4240 IN.
0	 l.41t 0119E t.f1Y0 IN.xMR^ 9.1910 1N.
TNRP 0.0000 IN.
SMRP 0.0000 IN.
OATA Misr. toot	 con SCALE 0.0034











M	 -10 •	 - •
















OTMNOL	 MACK PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
Q	 0.091 META	 0.000	 OROINC	 -	 2.000 iREF'f.14T6 &$-IN.
d	 1.202 LREF	 4.4240loner.to90
IN.
!IN.Q	 1.44f KKR► 	 9.1ff0 IN.
TNRr	 0.0000 IN.
Zmar	 0.0000 IN.
DATA MIST. CODE	 CoR SCALE	 0.0034











t	 ^f0	 - • `	 - 4It 0 t	 4 • •	 to S!
ALPHA

















SYMBOL	 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
Q	 O.Ito BE TA,	 0.000	 OR/INC	 -	 9.000 iREF 9.14?0 iO.IN.
a	 i.10! LREF 4.4940 IN.
l.4it OR[F 2.9490 IN.XMAF S.F570 IN.
TMRP 0.0000 IN.
=NRF 010000 IN.
DATA MIST. CODE	 CSR SCALE 0.0034


































-l0	 •	 0	 4	 • tl	 0	 t	 4	 0	 0	 f0	 fit
ALPHA
y	 9YN00L NACN IARANCTRIC VALUCS REFERENCE YNFORNATION
0 0.600 #ETA	 0.000	 01r01NC	 -	 2.000 #REF 9.1110 OO.IN.






9.497 rMRI 0.0000 IN:.
a Ora a ENRON 0.0000 1N.
190#90 DATA MIST. 200E	 CoR SCALC 0.0034





























SYMBOL	 MACH PARANCIAIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.600 BETA	 0.000	 OXIINC	 -	 2.000 socor 9.142• $*.IN.
0. #SIR LIEF 4.4160 IN.
0	 1.104 onerSHIP l.isf0f.11f0 IN.IN.
1.40? ymop 0.0000 IN.
R.V40 zoomp 0.0000 IN.
4.019 DATA MIST. COON:	 Cox &CAL9 0.0034
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	 0	 t 
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11104IOL "ACM 	 PARAMETRIC VALUE;	 11rF[RCMGE INFORMATION
(]	 0.400	 META	 0.000	 ORMINC - 2.000	 •R[r	 6.14111	 ;11. IN.
a	 0.099	 LR[r	 4.4900	 IN.OR[F	 9.11490	 tll.1.1014	 KAR*	 0.75so	 IM.q 	 1.407	 TMRr	 0.0000
	
IN.11	 t.r4o	 1"Ap	 0.0000	 IN.
s.#I*
	
DATA MIST. COD[	 con
	
/CAL[	 0.0034
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•!t	 •!0	 •	 - 4	 4	 - t	 0	 t	 4	 •	 •	 10	 All
V	 -
ALPHA
•YNOOL	 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION








DATA MIST. CODE	 CGR












.110	 • 4	 • 6	 4	 - t	 o	 e	 4	 s	 •	 119	 ^e
ALPHA
ALPHA
&Y,0004	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE -INFORMATION
'0.9011






DATA MIST. CODE	 EiR SCALE 0.0034







































Ia	 -s	 - •	 - •	 - 4	 a	 0	 a	 S	 S	 •	 10	 It-
ALPHA












DATA MIST, CODE	 Cox	 -	 SCALE	 0,0034





























9YMMOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES I REFE49NCC IWORNATION
0.909 /ETA	 0.000	 ORS/NC	 -	 9.000 ORE/ 9.I4t9 MIN.









t.f4p INRr 0.0000 IM.
01 4.999 DATA MIST. COOK	 con SCALE 0.0034


































!	 -t0	 • •	 - 6	 - 4	 - ! 0	 !	 4	 • •	 to	 It
ALPHA
'	 srM•OL-	 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.599 •ETA	 0,000	 045INC	 -	 2.000 •REIF 9.14r• •6.IM.
a	 0.69f LREF 4.4960 1N.	 -.
Q	 t./G0 •REF 2.9690 IN.KNRP 9.1930 IN.
2.491 TNRP 0.0000 IN.
INR► 0.0000 IN.
D,	 4,954 DATA MIST- CODE	 CoR SCALE 0.0094
M52.-MSFC MOOELAX12331-1	 B501-2V6.4 CO5709A1	 10 FEB 72 PAGE 11
i








t	 X10 •	 - t	 - 4



















svmpOL MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.909	 •ETA	 0.000	 OR•INC • i ' 000	 •REF	 5.1416	 MIN.
01897	 LREK	 4.4160	 IN..
•R[/	 1.9490	 IN.0	 1..100	 ROW
	
!.7130	 IN.
t.4l0	 TRIP	 0.0000	 IN.
t.ti0	 SMRP	 0.0000	 IN.
(]	 4.900	 DATA MIST. ;COO[	 con	 SCALE	 O.00S4

































-- ^- ,- ,-- _.,,_,._, ..,
•	 .•	 .4 .0 -.1	 -.! -.s -.4	 -.s
CLM
ALPHAr
LT"&OL	 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
(]	 0.999 SETA	 0.000	 ORS{NC	 -	 2.000 snip, 5.I4T9 SIA N.
Q	 0.099 4REF 4.4260 IN.
O	 s.ioo •REF 9.9660 IN.f{NRp, 1.6930 1N.
1.440 Mir 0.0000 IN.
2.F40 1NRF 0.0000 IN.
4.009 DATA Mlsi. COLE	 CGR KALE 0.0034
M523-MSFC MODELAX1233I-1	 B501-2 CD5703A)	 10 FEB 72 PAGE 13`
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
saw-






















	 MACK PARAMETRIC VALUES WERENCC INFORMATION,
0.129 OETA	 0.000	 049INC	 2.000 •REi 10.1470 If:IN.




1,460 tKRP 0.0000 IN.
Rl,s40 12RP/TALE
0.0000 1N.
Q	 '^.flf DATA N/0t.- C40C	 CiR
0.0004





-►---^ #Ili ---o	 f --T -
t	 ^f0 •	 •	 4 ! 0 i 1	 t •	 S• /t
ALPHA
ALPHA
t	 -10	 -•	 -s	 -4	 -t 0 It	 • • •	 10	 to
ALPHA
21rndOL	 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.599' BETA	 0.000	 1049INC	 -	 2.000 iREF 9.14T• S•.IN.
0.4991 LREI 4.4140 IN.








2.740 =NR► 0.0000 IN.
4.499 DATA MIST. COC[	 con SCALE_ 0.0034


















•	 .0	 .4	 .i a .! 10

















STMEOL	 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUCS REFERENCE IN►ORNATION'
Q	 0.599 SETA	 0.000 iR[F 1.141•








U1.459 10411P 9.0000 IN.!©©©	
t.T40
_
O.660O4.990 OAT& MIST. C009	 con
SCALE
































SYMBOL	 MACK PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
0. 9 04 IOTA	 0.000 iREF 1.14 ► • •S.IN.










=.s40 SNR/ 0.0000 IN.
4.019 DATA MIST. CODE 	 CGR SCALE 0.0033


























STN•OL MACH	 PARAMMIC VALUES	 OCEER ►:NCC INFORMATIONQ	 0.099	 /ETA	 0.000	 Omer	 0.14s4	 So. IN.
n	 0.001	 LR[f	 1.42.0	 IN.;
•REF	 1.0490Q	 1,.101	 XN,Rr	 •.9130	 [N.
	
R1.409	 TNRp	 0.0000	 IN.
	




DATA MI&T. CODE	 CAA	
KALE	 9.0000
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SYMBOL	 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.098 BETA
	
0.000 ;REF 5.1476	 S4.IN.
1.106 LREF 4.4260	 IN.




DATA MIST. CODE	 CGR




























SYMBOL	 MACK FARAMETRIC;VALUE] REFERENCE INFORMATION
0of• SETA	 0.000 SREF 5.14T8 $*.IN.
I.- loo LRtF 4.4260 IN.
Q	 1.491 OREF 9.9690 IN.X"RF S.as;o IN.
YNAF 0.0000 IN.
ZMRI' 0.0000 IN.
DATA MIST. CODE'	 con SCALE 0.0034
M523-MSFC :MODELAX12331-1	 B5V6 t05713Al
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SY04DOL	 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
(]	 0.498 BETA	 0.000 SREr 5.14'4 44.IN.






DATA MIST. CODE	 CGR SCALE 0.008





























.a	 .4	 .3	 .!	 .1	 .0	 -.1 -.i -.3 •.4	 •.B
CLM
ALPHA
SYMBOL	 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.999 BETA	 0.000 iREF 1.1411 i9.-IN.
1.104 LREF 4.4260 IN.GREF 8.9690 IN.




IiT. COO[	 CiRDATA 00157 E,




























-12 -!0	 •	 - •	 - 4	 - i	 0 s	 4	 • 9	 10 1i
ALPHA
SYMBOL	 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.697 BETA	 0.000 SREF 9.14s6
3.104 LREF 4.4940 IN.
•REF 2.9690 IN.




DATA MIST. CODE	 CGR



























k -.11 i	 - 4	 - !	 0	 !	 4	 t	 !0	 !t
ALPHA
STMOOL	 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.6or SETA	 0.000 SREF 5.14t/ 111.IN.






DATA MIST. CODE	 con
SCALE O OOS+!




wS.a..s^n.vxm_..ni.+AVa..w4 xnMe.tiiae _--	 .^aa6nn_.:..^,.	



































SYMBOL	 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 BETA	 0.000 AREF 5.14T0 iR.IM.







ZNR ► 0.0000 IN.
































1 -41- 1 A	 A
ALPHA
ALPHA
*YM•OL	 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
Q	 0.899 /ETA	 0.000 SREF S.14?4




















LONGITUDINAL STAB U TY


















F'-!! -10	 -•	 " 4	 - .4	 -_ 0 t	 4	 f 0	 10 It
ALPHA
G	 symBOL	 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.199 BETA.	 0.000 SPEF 5.1411 •a.IN.
1.100 LREF 4.4260 IN.O	 1.451 GREF .;1.0610 IN.xNRr '•.Y$30 IN.
1NRe 0.0000 IN..
` ZNRP 0.0000 IN.
I
'
DATA MIST. CODE	 CGR SCALE 0.0054



























t?	 0	 !	 4	 s	 t	 fa	 f'
ALPHA
SYMBOL	 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
U.Sor BETA	 0.000 iREF 0.14ti SQ.IN .








f.4i0 THRP 0.0000 IN.
t.f4G ZMRP 0.0000 IN.
p	 4.959 DATA MIST. CODE	 CGR SCALE
0.0004

























SYMBOL	 MAC" PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.5YT BETA	 0.000 SREF 5.;14F• So. IN.






1.460 TMRP 0.0000 IN.
l,f10 =NRF 0.0000 Its.
©	 4,999 DATA MIST. CODE	 Cox SCALE 0.0034





























-i's -10	 - S	 - •	 - i	 - !	 0 !	 4	 f S	 !0 Li
ALPHA
"	 SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE	 INFORNA-TION
0.997 BETA
	
0.000 SREF 5.147a B9.IN.
0.100Q 1.OS! DREF 2.9690 IN.
x"RP 9.7530 IN.i.tf0 YNRP 0.0000 IN.A 1.140 ZMRP 0.0000 IN.
(] 4.919 DATA MIST.. CODE ' 	 CGR SCALE 0.0031
M523 -MSFC MODELAX1233I-1	 85V7.2 CD5718A7
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CLM




















SYMOOL	 HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
n	 0.399 BETA	 0 . 000	 ORSINC	 -	 2.000 SREF 5.1479 sQ.IN.




1.431 YMRP 0.0000 IN.
X.r40 2MRP 0.0000 IN.
C)	 4,95f DATA MIST. CODE	 CGR
SCALE 0.0034
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ALPHA
SYMBOL	 MAC: PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
f	 0.39[i BETA	 0.000	 ORBINC	 —	 2.000 SREF 9.1470 3Q.IN.










t. 140 IMRP 0.0000 IN.
4.996 DATA MIST. LODE	 CGR
KALE 0.0034
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l+	 - q	 - 4	 - t	 0 !	 4	 0 •	 W it
ALPHA
IYMBOL	 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.599 BETA	 0.000	 ORDINC	 -	 2.000 SREF 9.1471 SQ.IN .
0.191 LREF 4.4260 IN.
096 •REF
2.9690 IN.Q	 1 . XMRr 3.1350 IN.
C	 1.4=> YMRP 0.0000 IN.
2.»O ZMRP 0.0000 IN.KALE 0.00344./!R DATA MIST. 000E	 CGR




























-ir-r"-i - `n^-r- -^--r--r- --r-r-r--
lo
.B	 .0	 04	 .i	 .r	 .1	 .0	 .i	 -.t	 -.S	 -.4	 •.S	 -.6
CLM
-19 -to	 - •	 - 4	 - 4	 _° !	 0 E	 4	 • •	 t0 It
ALPHA
SYMBOL	 M4CN PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATION
0 too BETA	 0.000	 ORSINC	 -	 11 .000 iREF' 5.1417 $41, IN.
Q	 1t0S[l . LAEF 4.4960 IN.BRIEF 9.96.90 IN.




DATA MIST. CODE	 CGR


























SYMBOL	 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION,
[j	 0.900 SETA	 0.000	 ORSINC	 -	 2.000 SREF 9.1476 SQ.IN.




DATA MIST. CODE	 CGR





























r. •	 r	 • r	 r	 rr .	 ^ r•	 r )	 ^	 • r	 .	 r .	 r	 r .	 r	 r .	 .r •	 r.
'-li -30	 -	 - •	 - 4	 - !	 0 _	 4	 i •	 10 18
ALPHA
070450L	 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.100 SETA	 0.000	 ORSINC	 -	 2.000 OREF 5.147• 3Q.IN.











DATA MIST. CODE	 COX
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s y MBOL	 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION








KALE 0.0033DATA MIST. C06C	 COR




t	 -10	 - •	 •	 - 4
























V — f s t I
ALPHA
SYMBOL	 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
•ETA	 0.000	 ORBINC	 -	 2.000 •REf 3.I4rs01. of?
L]n	 .0!! LREF 4.4260 IN.SREF 2.9490 IN .
O	 2.460 XHAP 4.3330 IN.
YMRP 0.0000 IM.
2MRF 0.0000 IN.
KALE 0.0033DATA MIST. CODE	 can


































	 -	 2.000 iREP 9.1419 S#.1N.
Q	 1.099 LREF 4.41140 IN.




DATA MIST. COCK	 CGR









• 0 . t
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
t




















SYMOOL	 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUE: REFERENCE INFORNATION
0.090 ALPHA	 0.000	 OROINC	 2.000 SREF 6.1476 ia.IN.
LIEF 4.4240 IN.








CATA MIST. CODE	 GR SCALE
0.0034




































	 OROINC	 -	 2.000 SREF 5.1416 WIN.
LREF 4.4260 IN.
1.4sa /REF 2.9600 IN.XMRP 'J.T530 IN.
YNRr 0.0000 IN.
1NRr 0.0000 1N.
DATA 0W. CODE	 iR SCALE 0.0034
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	 -10	 s	 4	 - 4	 - t
	 0	 t	 4	 0	 S	 10	 !e°
BETA
61"60L MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.110 ALPHA	 0.000	 048INC	 -	 &.000 Seer 5.14	 l $4.1N.
0.001 LACr 4.4240 IN.
O 1.091 seer 2.9690 IN.XMAr 3,7330 IN.
9<.409 TMRr 0.0000 IN.
11 0 f40 IMAP 0.0000 IN.
Cy 4.f99 OAYA MIST. COVE	 on
SCALE 0.0034
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BETA
SYMBOL	 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.599 ALPHA	 0.000	 OROINC	 -	 2.000 SREF 5.147q •9.IN.






1.45* YNRP 0.0000 IN.
2.740 ZNRP 0.0000 IN.
4.090 DATA MIST. CODE	 GR
1ICALE 0.0034
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t	 4	 • •	 !G 1t
w
BETA
F	 1CM•OL	 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
^^	 Q	 0.500 ALPHA	 0.000	 OR•INC	 -	 2.000 SREF 6,1474 6Q.IN





DATA MIST. CODE	 -GR SCALE 0.0054
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CYN
L it -10	 -•	 - f	 - 4	 - t	 0 2	 4	 f 6	 10 it
[L BETA
SYMBOL	 MAC" PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.900 ALPHA	 0.000	 ORBINC	 -	 2.000 3REF 3.1474 50.IN.





DATA MIST. CODE	 -GR SCALE 0.,0034

























e	 -30	 6	 - 4	 - 4	 - t
-.1=
1t
-10	 - S	 - s	 - 4	 - t	 o 4 i •	 10 it
BETA
SYMBOL	 MACH- PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE	 INFORMATION
0,l03 ALPHA	 0.000	 ORBINC'	 -	 2.000 SREF 1.1476 39.IN.'






DATA MIST. CODE	 6R

















it	 -10	 4	 - t	 D	 t	 4	 0	 •	 so	 lia
BETA
1.0	 1 1 1 0	 a I I I










-10	 a	 4	 0 9	 4 • •	 la it
BETA
SYMBOL	 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.903 ALPHA	 0.000	 ORSINC	 -	 2.000 SREF 5.1478 3Q.IN.






DATA MIST. CODE	 G R
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-!0	 - •	 - 6	 - 4	 - !	 0 !	 4 f i	 10 1t
k BETA
j	 SYMBOL	 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE	 INFORMATION'
0.59Sf ALPHA	 0.000	 OR/ INC	 -	 2.000 SkEF 3.147'6 SQ.IN .










1.7'40 ZMRP 0.0000 IN.
n	 4.959 DATA MIST. 000E	 GR
SCALE 0.0034













I ATFRAI _n 1 RFrT 1 nNA1 STAR 11 1 TY
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SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUED REFERENCE	 INFORMATION
0.599 ,ALPHA
	
0.000	 ORSINC	 -	 9.000 •REF 5._14TS ••.IN.
a.s0q LREF 4.42¢0 IN.
•REF 1.1490 IN.
1.103 %MRS 5.7530 IN.
[" 1.4fi KNRF 0.0000 IN..
^s 2.740 1NRF 0.0000 IN.SCALE 0.0034
d 4.990 CATA MIST. COOS	 iR
M523-
i


























	 -30	 • 4










PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIONOTM& L	 MACH
0.399 ALPHA	 0.000-	 ORSINC	 -	 9.000 •REF 6.141e SO.IN.
0.lOS LREF 4.4t60 1N.








t.s40 IMRP 0.0000 IN.
D	 40030 DATA MIST. CODE	 GR SCALE 0.0034















I II i t 	 il l fill til l	 A	 11 1 1 1 111	 11 81 flid	 I - I S O 1....t._
•t.!!!



















SYMBOL	 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
j	 0,594 ALPHA	 0.000	 OR81NC	 •	 t.000 SOEF 9.1415 f6.IN.
a	 0.005 LIEF 4.4260 IN.
•REF 2.9690 IN.
` Q	 1.097 XNRP 9.7530 IN.
1.4 0.1 3 TMRP 0.6000 IN. 
2.r40 2HRP 0.,0000 IN.
SCALE 0.0034
4 ('^	 4.99i DATA MIST. CODE	 40;
i


































SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
Q Offs ALPHA	 0.000	 ORSINC	 -	 8.000 •REF 5.14 ► / MIN.
L1 0.000 LREF 4.4240 IN.





1 .460 CNRP 0.0000 IN,
8.740 IHRP 0.0000 IN.
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It -to • 4	 a	 0	 i 4	 4 to IV
BETA
OYHOOL	 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.096 ALPHA	 0.0130	 ORDINC 2.000 SREF 5.147• SQ.IN .




1.460 YNRP 0.0000 IN.
2.74 0 Z04AP 0.0000 IN.SCALE 0.0034
C)	 A'sse DATA MIST. CODE	 GR
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BETA
SYMBOL	 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
O.f00 ALPHA 0.000 SREF 3.1476 3Q.IN.






DATA MIST. CODE	 Gk
SCALE 0,0034
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- 6	 - 6	 - ♦ 	 - 0 s	 4	 s •	 10 it
`. BETA
SYMBOL	 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 ALPHA	 0.000 •REF 3.14F6 •Q.IN.











DATA MIST. CODE	 on





























'I ts -10	 •	 - •	 - 4	 t	 0 !	 s	 • •	 i0 !i
BETA
SYMBOL	 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
Q	 0.499 ALPHA	 0.000 •REF 3.147• ia.IN.
a	 1.103 IREF 4.4260 IN.
0	 1.430 4REF t.9.90 IN.XNAP 3.7330 IN.
TMRP 0.0000 IN.
ZNRr 0.0000 IN.
DATA MIST. COOK	 C. .CAL[ 0.0034
M523-MSFC MODELAX1233I=1
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CYN
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BETA
SYMBOL	 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE 	 INFORMATION
0.S99 ALPHA	 0.000 SREF 3.1478 $@.IN.






DATA MIST. CODE	 GR SCALE 0.0034




























.TM•OL	 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
O.IfS ALPHA	 0.000	 OROINC -	 2.000 SA,EF 5.14Vi io.IN.
i.Off LREF 4-.4260 IN.
Q	 1.^i0 BRIEF 2.9690 IN.XMRP 4.3530 IN.
TMRP 0.0000 IN.
x ZNRF 0.0000 IN.
a DATA HILT. CODE	 GA
SCALE 0.0074
r
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1
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It -10	 -•	 - i - 4	 - ft	 0 2	 4	 t 3	 10 i!
BETA
`	 SYMBOL	 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
I	 0.893 ALPHA	 0.000	 ORSINC -	 2 1 000 3REF 3.14x• SQ.IN.









DATA MIST. CODE	 GR
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BETA
	






SYMBOL	 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.900 ALPHA	 0.000	 ORSINC	 —	 2.000 SREF 5.14ra S4._IN.








DATA M(51. CODE	 on SCALE 0.0034
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BETA
SYMBOL	 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE IWORMATION
[/^)	 0.900 ALPHA	 0.000	 OREINC	 -	 2.000 SREF 5.14 i•4 S4.IN-.
A	 1.100 LREF 4.4t60 IN./REF 1.9490 IN.




DATA NIST. CODE	 GQ
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	 - t	 0 !	 4	 • •	 1O if
BETA
SYMBOL	 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
n	 0.69• AL/MA
	
0.000 iREF 3,14TY 3Q.IN.





DATA MIST. CODE	 6R SCALE 0.0034
M523-MSFC MODELAX12331-1	 B5V6.3 (057158)
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CYN




lYNROL	 MAC" PARAMETRIC VALUES. REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.899 ALPHA	 0.000 =REF 3.14x4 341. IN.
1.103 LREF 4.4260 IN.


































9YM•OL	 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.900 ALPHA	 0.000 iREF Q.14T4 io.IN.
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i. BETA
3YI480L
	 MACH PARAMETRI C VALUES REFERENCE WORMATION








l INRP 0.0000 IN.
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BETA
SYMBOL NACM PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
Q 0.599 ALPHA	 9.000 !REF 5.141• 9•IN.








6.462 YMRr- 0.0000 IN.
6.740 ZMRP 0.0000 IN.
d 4.099 DATA MIST. CODE	 ¢R
SCALE 0.0054






























-# T i	 l .	 1 1	 1	 1	 0 .	 0
-12 -10	 - •	 - a	 - 4 1 - Z	 0 !	
_ 4	 f •	 10 1!
` BETA
SYMBOL	 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.599 ALPHA	 0.000 3REF 5.14x8 3Q.IN.
0,901 LREF 4.4260 IN.
Q	 i.102 @REF 2.9690 IN.XMRF S.15.30 IN.
R3.442 YMRP 0.0000 IN.
t,T40 IMRF 0.0000 IN.
p	 4.#so DATA MIST. CODE	 GR, SCALE 0.0034






















mU - . 04
-.10
-.041[
=s0	 - .	 -4	 -4 4 4 .	 10 !a
BETA
•YN.OL	 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUeZ REFERENCE INFORMATION
O.i00 ALPHA	 0.000	 Offs fo(	 -	 e, 000 SREF 9.1470 SQ.IN .








1.4s! YMRP 0.0000 IN.
2 ,040 ZMRP a.0000 IN.
4.099 DATA MIST. CODE	 Pik SCALE 0.0034
M523—MSFC MODELAX12331-1	 B501-2V7.2	 _CO5719C) 10 FEB 72 PAGE: 68
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. 00 1t -t0	 •	 a	 4	 - R 0 !	 4 • •	 YO I!
BETA
SYMBOL MAC" PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.600 •AEF 3.1479 SQ.IN .
O.S9 A
ALRMA	 0,000	 OROINC	 2.000
LREF 4.4260 IN,
•REF 2.9490' IN.1:102 XMRP 9.7530 IN.
1.462 YMRF 0.0000 IN.
!.s/0 ZMRP 0.0000 IN.SCALE 0.0034p 4.959 DATA MIST. CODE	 64
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4	 - t	 0 9	 4	 6 30 1t
BETA
SYMBOL	 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.404 ALPHA	 0.000 SREF 3.1476 3o. IN.
O.too LREF 4.4260 IM.''
0	 l.09A CCtEFXMRP 2.96403.7350 IN.IM.
1.463 YNRP 0.0000 IN.
= ,74 0 2MRP 0.0000 IN.
CI	 4.990 DATA MIST. CODE	 GR SCALE 0.0034
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SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.495 ALPHA
	
0.000 SREF 9.1478 541. IN.
0.100 LREF 4.4260 IN.
O 1.098 SREF 2.9690 IN.X"ki- 9.7930 IN.
1.461 YNRP 0.0000 IN.
2.740 ZNRP 0.0000 IN.
4.999 DATA MIST. CODE	 zR SCALE 0.0034
M523 -MSFC MODELAX1233 --1	 B5V7. 2 C-D5718C)	 10 FEB 72 PAGE` 71
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0, t	 4	 t •	 10 it
BETA
SYMBOL	 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE	 INFORMATION
0,340 ALPHA	 -	 6.000	 ORBINC	 -	 2.000 iREF 5.14ri fa.IN.
0.497 LREF 4.4260 IN.
Q	 1.094 •REF 2.9620 IN.XMRP 3.Y530 IN.
1.460 YMRP 0.0000 IN.
Kr40 MAP 0.0000 IN.
2 .934 DATA MIST. CODE	 OR	 o SCALE 0.0034




































SYMBOL	 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
[]	 0.509 ALPHA	 6.000	 ORDINC	 —	 2,000 )REF 5.1474 SQ.IM.
Q	 O^6Q^ LREF 4,4260 IN.
BREF 2.9690 IN.
Q	 i.0fl^ XMRP s.1sso IN.
1.46A YMRP 0.0000 IN.
Z.s40 2NRr 0.0600 IN.
SCALE 0.0034
4.95s OATH HIST. COCE	 OR
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`	 SYMBOL	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES	 REFERENCE	 INFORMATION




Q	 3.i`OL	 IMF	 S.F530	 IN.EF	 !.9690	 IN.
IR	
i. AA0	 Y"Ar	 0.0000	 IN.
t.F40	 ZNRF	 0.0000	 IN.
p	 4.940
	
DATA MIST. CODE	 611	 SCALE	 0.0034
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	 6.000	 ORSINC	 -	 2.000 SREF 6.14x4 S9.IN.A
[J 0.601 LREF 4.4240 IN.








2.'/40 ZNRP 0.0000 IN.
4.940 DATA KIST. COCC	 CR SCALE 0.0054
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1 118OL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
0,=99 ALPHA	 0.000	 OROINC	 -	 2.000 3REF 9.14ie 4. 1N.








1,464 r"Rp 0.0000 (N.
a1,40 ZNRP 0.0000 IN.
4.000 DATA MIST. CODE	 yR SCALE 0.0031
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SYMBOL	 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES —	 REFERENCE	 INFORMATION
0.099 ALPHA	 0.000	 OREINC	 —	 2.000 &REF 5.I416 &G. IN.
0.901 LREF 4.4260 IN.
1.302 SREF 2.9490 _IN.XMRP 0.1030 IN.
1.484 YMRP 0.0000 IN.
2.740 ZMRP 0.0000 IN.
p	 4.909 DATA MIST. CODE	 GR SCALE 0.0034




























sy"SIOL	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES-	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.509	 ALPHA	 0.000	 048IMC	 -	 2.000	 •REF	 S. 147•	 al. IN.
0.000	 "Er	 4.4230	 IN.
Q	 1.101	 IIMRP	 3.1330	 IN.
•REF	 2..9690	 IN.
9.494
	 1'MRP'	 9.0000	 IN..
b	 2.740	 2MRP	 0.0000	 IN,
4.019
	
DATA MIST. COCE	 OR	
SCALE
	 0.0034
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SYMBOL	 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUE'S REFERENCE	 INFORMATION
O.Sf9 ALFNA	 0.000	 OR•INC	 -	 1.000 SREF 9.147A 94.IN.
a	 O.ICO LREF 4.4260 IN.








[y	 s,F40 1MR0b 0.0000 IN.
4..9f DATA MI•T. COOK
	
64 SCALE 0.0034
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gf"$OL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.900 ALPHA	 0.000	 048INC	 -	 2.000 •REF 5.147Y ii.IN.









ZMRP 0.0000 IN. 
DATA MIST. COVE	 GR SCALE 0.0034
I	
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SYMBOL	 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
0,f00 ALPHA	 0.000	 ORBINC	 -	 2.000 •REF 5.14?$ 3Q.IN.
Q	 f,301 LREF 4.4260 IN.
•REF 2.9690 IN.




DATA MIST. CODE	 GR
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0.900	 ALPHA	 0.000	 OR•INC	 2.000 	 •REF	 5.147•	 iQ.IH.
1.103	 L4CF	 4,4tso	 IN.Q	 1.400	 XNRP	 4.3330	 IN.•REF	 1.1490	 IN.
TMRP	 0.0000	 IN.
lMRP	 0.0000	 IN.
DATA MIST. 000E	 GR	 SCALE	 0.0034
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#oil fill soft too$ pool 0101 poll 0000 0001,0101 06161$000 fill of
60 p-M
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	 ORBINC	 -	 1.000 $REF 5.14rd SO.IN.
Q	 1.101 LREF 4.4240 IN.
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SYMBOL	 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES pEP,ERENCE WORNATION
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SYMBOL	 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
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